
Good morning everyone. Today's chosen topic of the munch is pony play. As some 
of you may know, or may have guessed by the fact that I am presenting this 
topic, I have been a pony during my time in Second Life. 

Before we start I would kindly like to ask you, if you have any questions to 
hold them preferrably till the end. As for the talk I will be using terms like; 
owner/carer and trainer randomly. Feel free to substitute them for whatever 
word you feel suitable. Also I do apologise for the lag on my part, I hope that 
things will come through okay.

To begin with the main question: What exactly is pony play?

Pony-play is a form of BDSM and/or fetish playing, and role playing. It is an 
exchange of power between two people, one who assumes the 
Master/Mistress/Owner,Carer,Trainer role and the other becomes his/her bottom. 
In ponyplay, the submissive or bottom becomes a "human pony." It is a special 
interest area of BDSM. It can combine elements of bondage, discipline, 
Dominance and submission, even a little Sadomasochism.

So, How long has pony play been around? 

Pony play has been around as a fetish for quite a long time. There are rumours 
circulating that the Greek philosopher Aristotle, loved to be ridden as a pony. 
But then again this is the Greeks we are talking about; and since Aristotle 
loved to be ridden by a woman the other Greeks must have looked at him and 
gone: "huh... with a woman? That's kinky!". This is of course the reason that 
pony play is also referred to as the Aristotelian Perversion. 

Further more on the rumour front it is said that King Ibram II who ruled a vast 
area that mostly covers modern-day Turkey in the 16th century had his own 
stable of playgirls and once again rumoured several ponyboys.

Obviously, through time and age, humans have been used as "beasts of burden" 
but I am leaving that part out of today's discussion as that has rather little 
to do with the topic we are discussing today.

Pony play became further more popular in the 1800s during the Victorian era, 
with dancers of a certain "ilk" performing on stage dressed in short skirts, 
tassels, bells and feathers. These were the earliest "fleshly" pony girls, but 
they were derivative of common erotic fetish of the time.

And there can be references found in the 1950s even to the point of small 
references in books, magazines and even some movies. But the fetish really took 
off on its own somewhere around the 1990s. So it's definitely not something 
that is quite new. (probably just as about everything else).

What types and roles are there, within the pony-play "community"?

Just as in the Real world, there are different type of ponies. In general I 
think we can differentiate between three main types of ponies. Most notable 
types of ponies are the "Cart Pony", the "Show Pony" and the riding ponies.

A cart pony mainly pulls people around in carts, carriages or wagons, chariots 
or more commonly seen a sulky (a lightweight two wheeled cart). Show ponies are 
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generally ponies that are based on their appearance, grace, form and style. And 
last, the riding ponies, who seem to be quite a bit rarer in Second life.

In Second Life however , being things as they usually are; people are usually 
never confined to one role. So it is quite normal to see ponies at one moment 
engaging in pulling a cart, just to stop next to a training area, only then to 
proceed to doing the various show elements.

Just as their are various pony roles, which of course have strong submissive 
tones *grins*, there are also various Dominant roles with the pony-scene. These 
roles are: "Trainers", "Owners" and "Riders".

A Trainer is the person who actually trains the human pony. The trainer is 
responsible for turning an aspiring pony into an actual one (this distinction 
is important in that in the world of pony-play, there is protocol to follow. 
One is not automatically a pony because he likes to pretend to be a pony, 
rather, one must be taught the proper stance, demeanor, and behaviour, as well 
as being trained in the art of showmanship)

Owner: the person who owns the pony, and in this context usually the Master or 
Mistress of the pony, in charge of everything to do with her pony. She decides 
the pony's schedule, dress, and activities â€“ including being loaned out to 
another. And finally there is the rider. This of of course is the person who 
actually rides the pony. Riders can literally be anyone to whom the 
owner/trainer has given permission.

How to communicate while being in character?

If you are a pony and one in full tack (and I will show you this later), it 
becomes a bit difficult to actually communicate your desires, wants and needs. 
Especially if you have a bit stuck between your teeth. However since they 
nicely wedged a rubber bit between your teeth and thus being somewhat silenced 
in this way, or at least what ever you say sounds rather unintelligible, that 
doesn't mean that there are various ways for a pony to communicate.

So how do you communicate with your owner or trainer? Well the first way is 
that you can answer yes or no questions. One stomp with the hooves is yes, two 
stomps is no. That's easy enough right. Now of course if you have a decent 
sound HUD for yourself there are several sounds that you can make to convey 
your feeling, you can whinny or nicker if you are happy or snort if you aren't 
happy.

Of course communicating in this way, means that your trainer must be well 
versed in asking the right questions. A question would you like to go to the 
track, or would you like to go to your stall (a good trainer could even add: 
"one stomp for track, two stomps for your stall"). But asking a pony: "so pony, 
and what would you like to do now?" isn't very useful.

And please don't get me started on ponypathy. Ponypathy or pony telepathy is 
the system where you think all your thoughts out loud. "*Lex Berchot thinks she 
would love to go to her stall and rest because she is quite tired now." 

Sure, that works great and conveys completely that what you wanted to say. But 
sadly there are so little telepaths around us today and not all of them are 
versed in the pony dialect either. So really to keep a degree of realism into 
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play, it's just not done. It's wrong. It's bad roleplay. It's a cop-out.

So be creative, maybe a bit of initiative (of course were possible), if you're 
on a crossroad and your owner gives you three options, you could move towards 
your preferred option and nicker or whinny. To give an example to highlight 
this: One day I was gagged by Mistress (not pony related though and yes, who 
would have thought, me being gagged), and I used descriptions of rudimentary 
sign language to communicate. Confusing, yes. Fun, oh you bet! And the bonus 
was that some people even got to understand me!!

Now there is another way of communicating. This form is mostly from your 
trainer to you. And this is done with the use of a signal whip. Say for example 
you are pulling your owner in a buggy and they want to signal to you what to 
do. (This can be quite interesting and requires a sharp ear as well as paying 
attention to other details). 

A good example of using such signals is: "one crack for go", "two cracks for 
stop", "three cracks for left turn", "four cracks for right turn", "5 cracks 
for stop immediately." Thus that way your trainer or owner can control you, and 
your movements without constant having to rely on verbal communication.

So what exactly is pony behaviour?

Well there are various behaviours that ponies have, much depending on the pony 
itself. Well known traits can be that a pony can be shy, or playful. But above 
all when in character, remember that you are a pony. This means basically that 
you've lost certain "privileges". You can't talk as noted before. But think of 
other things that you can't do when you are in full pony regalia.

For example, ponies don't sit. Ever. A pony may lie on the floor if she's very 
tired, but otherwise she stands about. I can not understand people who are 
dressed up fully as a pony but at the same time, happily sit in a chair or talk 
with a bit in their mouth.

Another no-no in my opinion is the fact that as a pony, you have lost the use 
of your hands. So if your owner has locked you in your pony girl and put you in 
a stable with the door closed. Yes, I know it can be frustrating but as a pony 
you have to learn that you can't get out until someone opens the door. 

There is also a whole lot of other subtle behaviour as noted earlier during my 
presentation, feed back sounds, but also reacting to offered treats like sugar 
cubes and pieces of apple for a job well done.

So where are various locations where one can find more information about pony 
play: Well the most famous ones at this moment in world as the Frilly Filly 
Farm, in short the FFF, AliKat stables, Wild PonyGirl Island. But many others 
can be found using SL search function on a various search terms such as "Pony 
Play, pony-play, pony, pony girl, ponygirl" etcetera, etcetera etcetera.

So why do I enjoy pony-play?

After all I am more or less being reduced to a 'beast' in a way. For me it's a 
large part about the control, the dominance, the power exchange. The 
enforcement of behaviour within a strict guidelines. Of course there is the 
part that means I get all tied up in straps and hooves and a bit. And a pony 
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has to be in a way very attentive. I have to watch my form, watch my trainer, 
watch for signals.

As for myself, the things I enjoy most in pony-play: I love cart pulling, that 
is; as long as SL isn't too laggy and I absolutely adore show-jumping, even 
though I am not that good at it, I can get quite obsessive about wanting to do 
better, faster and quicker.

So would I say that I am a fully fledged pony-girl? Personally, no. I have had 
only little training, none of it official. A note in my profile says that I am 
rumoured to be one of the four pwnies of the apocalypse, but alas there are no 
confirmed reports about that. ;)

Well and last but perhaps not least, I have mentioned pony gear and pony tack. 
There are (as per usual) various systems around for pony gear. The most well 
known I think will be CCP which have been for a long time the de-facto standard 
for pony-gear. However there are other manufacturers out there. For example I 
know that Velicia prefers the Mesmerise Dungeon or MD set of gear. Perhaps 
because the MD set is newer, it has some features that the CCP gear has not. 
Mainly the possibility to apply RLV restrictions and training of the pony boots 
(which means that the pony will fall over a lot in the beginning.

So what would a Second life pony wear? While this is mostly up to the pony and 
the owner, but I think we can summarise it to the following: Either a catsuit, 
or in various states of undress depending on the wishes of the Trainer and/or 
Owner. Then, the bit and the bridle, arm restraints or hooves, hooves at the 
feet are of course a given. And last but not least, the pony-ao and the sounds.

Please give me a moment while I shall transform myself into the cute and well 
behaved and shy pony we all know that I am. For this, Vel has kindly agreed to 
be my guest speaker for the moment because once I have my bit in I shall be a 
pony for a time being:

[Vel]: Thank you sis. Well as you can see, lex is now a pony. Her tack consists 
of the following:

[Vel]: A catsuit as well as straps. Of course the catsuit is not always needed 
or preferred depending much on the type of pony and their owner or trainers 
intent.

[Vel]: As for her tack, lex is wearing the CCP bridle with bit and blinkers. 
The blinkers will restrain her vision quite a bit when she is in mouse look, 
which is often the preferred method when training ponies. This focusses their 
attention solely on the task ahead. The bridle can be locked so that lex can't 
remove it or touch it. As well as wearing a plume to enhance her looks.

[Vel: For her arms, lex uses hooves as well, along with upper arm protectors. 
These can be easily replaced by say an armbinder when lex is functioning as a 
cart pony. When wearing hooves she keeps her arms in this position, even in 
walking.

[Vel]: You can't be a pony without having a nice long tail to show off, and as 
we all can see, lex has quite a nice one.

[Vel]: On her feet, lex wears the traditional pony hooves. You will notice that 
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when lex walks around these make the characteristic pony sounds.

[Vel]: This is basically the standard outfit for a pony. Of course there are 
countless variations on a theme. I think at this point, if anyone wants to ask 
anything or open the discussion, please go ahead and I know that Lex is 
thankful for your attention an being here. She'll remain a short time in pony 
before reverting back to her normal self...
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